
TOP TIPS FOR WRITING A BLOG

Here are 7 tips to write a blog post that converts, so you can boost your and allows you to spy on your competitors and
steal their best ideas.

Besides, it breaks the monotony of words and offers a refreshing visual break to the reader keeping them
engaged for longer. Make Them Beg Want readers begging for your solutions? If you're really desperate for
inspiration, check out our list of eight blog topic generators to get you going. How to Write an Introduction:
Bonus Tip When writing an introduction, try drafting two completely different versions approached from
different angles and triggering different emotions. Writing Write timeless content. Introduction Rule 4.
Platforms like BuzzSumo can help you figure out what topics are trending. If so, who likes them? Remember
bullets are not sentences. This is where outlines come in. Whether you write your outline in your word
processor, on a piece of paper, or even scribbled on a bar napkin, do whatever works for you to keep you
focused. Want to be a better blogger? It should teach them at least one or two things or answer at least one
question they have. Watch what experts do. Will the reader find this useful or informative? Are you wondering
how to write a good blog post that makes an impact? Want to know the secrets of how to write a blog post that
converts? Hook Your Readers With a Great Opening If you can hook your readers with a good opening
consider half your work to be done. You can even use a cocktail napkin! Google organic search drives a huge
chunk of the traffic for most websites. The best company blogs are engaging, deliver value, and align with the
company's business strategy. Now let's review each step in more detail. Encourage community. Add a little
fear to your opening. Your headline will do the heavy lifting for your blog post. Feel free to add to this list in
the comments. Leave your questions and comments in the box below. Gone are the days of click-bait
headlines being the best way to draw visitors. Use Bullet Points Since we know that people skim before they
read, you need to make sure to highlight your best information. Stop adding to the noise, and do something
outstanding. Write unfinished posts , and ask your community to complete the conversation. Each image
should also have proper alt tags and categories. By geography? Never underestimate the importance of
networking. Customize them to your target audience or brand and make them stand apart from the
competition. Find ways to regularly get inspired. The titles are catchy and the readers are compelled to
perform a specific call-to-action after reading the content. When do they apply?


